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ABSTRACT 
We present a fast method for computing the closed-loop eigenvalues of a 
discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation. The method is close to the symplectic 
method for finding all the eigenvalues of a Hamiltonian matrix and is based on a 
(P, F)-orthogonal transformation, which preserves structure and has desirable numeri- 
cal properties. The algorithm requires about one-fourth the number of floating-point 
operations and one-half the storage of the QZ algorithm. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently there has been a revived interest in the numerical solution of 
linear optimalcontrol problems via the solution of algebraic Riccati equa- 
tions. See for example Arnold [l], Bender and Laub [2], Mehrmann [9], 
Pappas et al. [lo], Van Dooren [13]. 
Consider the following discrete-time, time invariant deterministic 
optimal-regulator problem [ 11: 
System : x k+l= Fx, + G,u,, x(o) =x0> 
Yk = cxk 0.1) 
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Criterion : J = f g ( y:Q~k + u:G,u,), 
k-0 
(1.2) 
where 
XkER”, UkERm, ykERr, FEIW~~“, G1~IWnxm, and CEIW’~” 
and also 
Q=QT>O~ErXr and G2=G,T>O~Rmxm. (1.4) 
Here W > 0 (W >, 0) means that W is positive (nonnegative) definite, and 
the superscript T denotes transpose. 
Application of the discrete maximum principle ([ll] or [S]) gives rise to 
the set of equations 
0.5) 
ahk 
p, = - = cTQXk + FTp,+,, 
axk 
ahk 
- = 0 = G,U, + G;pk+l, 
auk 
ahk 
x - - = Fx, + Gp,, 
k+l- aPk+l 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
0.8) 
where h, is the scalar Hamiltonian and pk E R” is the costate vector. 
Since G, > 0, we can solve (1.7) for uk and substitute into (1.6) and (1.8). 
Also, we make the “Riccati substitution” pk = Xx, to obtain the following 
discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation (ARE): 
FTXF - X - FTXG,( G, + G;XG,) - ‘GTXF + H = 0, 
where H = CTQC. (1.9) 
Once X is determined from the above discrete-time ARE, the linear optimal 
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feedback is given by 
uk = - (G, + GTXG,) - ‘( F*XG,) *+ (1.10) 
We now define G := G,G,‘GT and 
L:=[i ;*I, N:=[ _; ;I. 
Suppose that 
(1.11) 
(F, G,) is a stabilizable pair (i.e., u?G, = 0 and u?‘F = 
Aw* for some constant h implies lhl< 1 or w = 0), and 
(F, C,) is a detectable pair (i.e., wrCF = 0 and w*Fr = (1.12) 
Aw* for some constant X implies 1x1 < 1 or w = 0. Here 
CTCi = H and rank (C,) = rank (H).) 
Then by the results of [lo], we have: 
(a) none of the eigenvalues of the generalized eigenvalue problem Nx = 
ALr lies on the unit circle; 
(b) if (Y E a(N - h L), then l/a (including infinity) is also an eigenvalue 
with the same multiplicity (here a( N - XL) denotes the set of all eigenvalues 
of a regular pencil N - XL); i.e., the pencil N - AL has exactly n eigenvalues 
(~i,. . . , a, that lie inside the unit circle; 
(c) the unique symmetric nonnegative definite solution X to the ARE 
(1.9) is given by X = ZY-‘, where Y, Z E Rnx” and the columns of Y 
[ 1 Z 
span the invariant subspace of N - XL associated with the eigenvalues 
satisfying lail < 1 (i = 1,. , . , n); 
(d) the optimal-regulator problem is solved by uk = - (Ga + GTXG,)-’ 
(F*XG l)Txk (stabilizing feedback); and 
(e) el,...,un (with (ai1 < 1) are the closed-loop eigenvalues, i.e. the 
eigenvalues of the optimally controlled system 
x k+l=~Xk+~lUk= [F-G~(G~+G:XGJ~G:XF]~~=ST~. (1.13) 
The objective of this paper is to present a new method for computing 
closed-loop eigenvalues, i.e. a(S) ( = closed-loop spectrum). 
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DEFINITION 1.1. The pencil N - h L [L and N are defined in (l.ll)] 
with the assumption (1.12) is called a symplectic pencil. 
A symplectic pencil has the following property: 
(1.14) 
where 
I= _; [ 1 In . n 0 
Here I, denotes the n X n identity. 
A simple but expensive approach to compute the eigenvalues of the 
symplectic pencil N - h L is the QZ algorithm [12], which is discussed in 
[7, 10, 131. This algorithm is particularly easy to implement; the user only has 
to call the appropriate EISPACK II subroutines. It requires about lOOn flops. 
Unfortunately, the symplectic structure of N - XL is ignored throughout the 
QZ algorithm. This wastes computer time and storage. Here we develop an 
algorithm for computing the eigenvalues of a symplectic pencil that is based 
on (I’, ?;)-orthogonal transformations (see [4]). Our method is analogous to 
the symplectic method given by Van Loan [14] for approximating all the 
eigenvalues of a Hamiltonian matrix. The new method requires about one 
fourth the number of flops needed by the QZ algorithm and about half the 
storage. However, these advantages are partly offset by using some less 
favorable (I, F)-orthogonal transformations in our method. 
In Section 2 we describe Householder and Givens (I, l?)-orthogonal 
transformations. In Section 3 we give the Kronecker structure of the so-called 
S + S-’ transformation P - XQ = (NJLT + L.jNT) - XLJLT (see also Defini- 
tion 3.1) of a symplectic pencil N - XL. We then show how to use (I, f)-or- 
thogonal transformations to zero the (2.1) block of the pencil P - XQ, and 
discuss the numerical stability and the cost of computation, which is given 
detailed in Sections 4 and 5. In the final section we give some numerical 
results of our method, comparing it with the QZ algorithm. 
2. (r, F)-~RTH~G~NAL MATRICES 
Let D = diag(d, ,..., d,) > 0, fi = diag(d; ,..., d”,) > 0 be two nonnega- 
tive diagonal matrices in RnXn, and 
r:=diag(D, D), F:=diag(D,B). (2.1) 
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DEFINITION 2.1. A nonsingular matrix Q E R2”x2” is said to be (r, f> 
orthogonal if Q’rQ = f. 
First we describe a basic elimination procedure as in [4]: For 
a1 
a= 
[ 1 a2 ' a,,a,ER, a,+% 
dl 0 
D= o E I d 20, 2 
(2.2) 
find a nonsingular matrix 
MS ml m2 
[ 1 m3 m4 
such that 
MTa= z, m>O, 
[ 1 MTDM= ; [ 1 z =c>o (2.3) 2 
and cond,(M) = ~~M~~2~~M-‘~~2 is as small as possible. 
Case 1: a,=O. Then 
where m = la,l, cl = d,, c, = d, and cond,( M) = 1. 
Case.? a,#O, d,=d,=O. Then 
where m = Ilal12, cl = c2 = 0 and cond,(M) = 1. 
Cuse3: a,fO, d,+d,#O. Then 
MT= Wll~ll2 ~2/ll~ll2 
I - a2/l1412 al/l1412 ’ 
(2.4) 
162 
where 
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Then we have m = (b,a)/]]b]]s, where 0 <k < llallz and (e, -) denotes the 
standard inner product, 
d,dz@, 4 @,a) 
Cl = 
llbll; ’ c2= x 
(2.5a) 
and 
min{dl,d2} <c,<max{di,ds} for 1=1,2. (2.5b) 
(If d 1 = d 2, then ci = c2 = d i and M is orthogonal.) 
In addition we find that 
and 
1 
1 Q IIwl2 = (1 _ &,2 > 
where 
Cl= 
vz(4 - 4) < 1 
llbll2ll4l2 ’ 
(2.6) 
We adopt the convention that if us = 0, then M = I,. The conditions 
(2.3) determine MT uniquely up to a premultiplied diagonal matrix, which is 
chosen to normalize the row of MT associated with 1). II 2. This choice of the 
diagonal matrix gives the minimal ]I. iI2 condition number [15]. 
REMAF~K 2.1. If both d 1 and a, in (2.2) are much smaller than d, and 
u2 respectively, then (Y in (2.6) can be close to 1; therefore the condition 
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number of M can be very large. For example [4] with 
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we get cond,( M) = 104. 
We now describe two type of elementary (r, F)-orthogonal matrices that 
can be used to zero selected components of a vector. 
ALGORITHM H. Given k (I,< k < n), r [as in (2.1)], and y, z E R”, then 
there exists a Householder (I?, r)-orthogonal matrix with the form 
H(k, M) = 
diag(Z,_,, M, Z,_k_l) 0 
0 dNc(Ik-lr M, L,-,) 1 
such that 
HTw)(;)=(;) and Hr( k, M)rH( k, M) = f, 
where dj=xj (j=l,..., n, j#k,k+l)and 
,J,f= m1 m2 
[ 1 m3 m4 
is chosen to zero out the second component of a k = ( yk, yk + l)T as in (2.1) 
with 
Let b, = (dk+l~ky dl~~k+d~- For 
j=l >***> n, j#k,k+I 
164 
we then have 
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“j = Yj’ xi = Zi’ cii = di; 
(bead 
vk= ,,bk,,2 ) vk+l= *; 
xk = mlzk + m2zk+l, xk+l =m3zkfm4&+l; 
d-,= 
dkdk+#'kpak) - 
llbkll; ’ dk+l= 
@,,a,) 
Ilakllt * 
ALGORITHM J. Given k (1~ k d n), r [as in (2.1)], and y. z E R”, then 
there is a Givens (r, r>orthogonal matrix with the form 
J(W) = [ _; ;] 
[here 
and 0, denotes an r x r zero matrix], such that 
IT(k,B)U(k,B) =r dJT(k e)( ;) = (;). 
Hereby 
ME cos 8 sin 8 - sin e cos 8 1 
is chosen to zero the second component of ak = (yk, zk)r as in (2.1) with 
For 
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we then have 
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“j = Yj, xi = zj; 
REMAFUC 2.2. In this case, a (P, I’)-orthogonal matrix J(k, 0) is the usual 
orthogonal matrix with cond,(J( k, 0)) = 1. 
3. THE KRONECKER STRUCTURE OF AN S + S - ’ 
TRANSFORMATION OF A SYMPLECTIC PENCIL 
We now describe how the eigenvalues of a 2n X 2n symplectic pencil 
N - AL (as in Definition 1.1) can be found using (P, f)-orthogonal equiv- 
alence transformations. The key idea of this paper is to consider, instead of 
the pencil N - XL, the pencil P - XQ with 
P= (NJLT+ L./NT) and Q= L.lLT (3.1) 
which has the eigenvalues Aj + l/h,, where h, is an eigenvalue (possible 
zero) of N - XL. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The pencil P - AQ [as in (3.1)] is called an S + S-i 
transformation of the symplectic pencil N - h L. 
Now we explain how to obt+ this transformed pencil P - XQ and 
compute its eigenvalues using (I, p-mhog0d equivalence transformations. 
First we consider the case that F in (1.11) is invertible. Then we have 
that S = LplN is a symplectic matrix and 
u(S)= {Xj,l/hjlj=l,...,n} (see [71). 
Let Js be the Jordan canonical form of S, i.e., there is a nonsingular X such 
that X-%X = Js, and thus X-‘(S + S-‘)X = Js + ./s-l. Therefore S + S-’ has 
the following spectrum: 
a(S+S-‘)= 
i 
Xj+$,hj+k j=l,..., n . 
1 J 1 i 
(3.2) 
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Now we consider the pencil 
s + s-’ - AZ = L-IN+ N-1-L - AZ 
= P(N+ LW’L - AL) 
= L?(N+ LJNWTJT- AL) from (1.14) 
= L-‘(NJLT+ LJNT- xLJLT)L-‘j’. (3.3) 
Therefore from (3.3) S + S-’ - XI is equivalent to NJLT + L./NT - ALILT, 
which has the same form as in (3.1). Secondly for singular F, we first have 
the following theorem (cf. [lo]): 
THEOREM 3.1. For every sympkctic pencil N - XL there exist two 
2n x 2n nonsingular matrices X, Y such that 
xNY= 
where 
(3.4) 
J,=A+K, and &=A-‘+K, ( ERrXr) (3.5) 
are the _lordun blocks corresponding to the rwnzero finite eigenvalues - here 
A=diag(X,,..., A,) with [Ail-cl (i=l,..., T ), and K, and K are direct 
sums of nilpotent matrices 
1 
-and K in the upper and lower blocks in (3.4) describes the Jordan blocks 
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( E (W(wx0-r)) corresponding to the ze70 and infinity eigenvalues respec- 
tively. 
THEOREM 3.2. The S + S- ’ transfad pencil P - XQ of N - XL [as in 
(3.1)] has a Kronecker form with the same block partition as (3.4): 
(3.6) 
ef4 
where Jf=A+A -’ + K, and K, = K as in (3.4) and (3.5). (Here - 
means the equivalence transformation.) 
Proof. From (1.14) and Theorem 3.1 we have 
XNYY-‘JY-TYTNTXT= XLYY-lJYpTYTNTXT. 
Then 
Let 
168 
For Y, we have from (3.7) the Lyapunov equation 
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[; $[f ;T]-Yl=o. 
By the assumption (3.5) we have that IhI -C 1 for all eigenvalues A of J1 or K, 
and then YI has a unique zero solution [5, pp. 64-681, i.e. Y, = 0. Similarly, 
from (3.7) and (3.5) we also have a zero solution Y4 = 0 for the Lyapunov 
equation 
Since Y- ‘JY- r is skew symmetric (Jr = - J), it fdllows that Yz = - Yz = 
- 2 (say) is nonsingular, i.e. 
y-lJy-T= O -2 
[+I ZT 0 
and YW= [ &J$]. (3.8) 
NOW consider the pencil 
NJLT+ LINT- ALJL~ 
=X-'{[(x~)Y-'fl-T(YTLTXT)+(XLY)Y-lfl-T(YTNTXT)] 
-X[(XLY)Y-'JY-T(YTLTXT)]}x-T 
-A[+#+] w9 
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[from (3.4) and (3.8)]. From (3.4) and (3.7) we have 
L [ - J2 0 
1 
z 0 
0 z = 
0 
r 
! 
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I0 0 
0 I +I 0 I0 0 KT 
(3.10) 
From the right upper block of (3.9) we obtain that 
(3.11) 
170 
Similarly, from the left bottom block of (3.9) we have 
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(3.12) 
Therefore, from (3.11), (3.12), and (3.5) we see that the pencil (NJLr + 
LJN T, - A LJLT has the eigenvalues 
(hj+$*~j=I ,..., rj, 
where hj +(l/Xj) has multiplicity 2 (j = l,..., T) and 00 has multiplicity 
2( n - T). It is easy to show that, by using some adequate elementary row and 
column eliminations on (3.11) and (3.12), we can obtain the required 
Kronecker form (3.6). W 
If 
[as in (3.4)], then a(P - AQ) has eigenvalues corresponding to those in 
(3.13), which appear in pairs (double eigenvalues). So by Theorems 3.1 and 
3.2 the pencil N - XL has n - r zero and n - r infinite eigenvalues, if 
P - XQ has 2( n - r) infinite ones; and the finite nonzero eigenvalues of 
N - AL can be easily deduced once we compute h j = (~1 j + i-)/2 and 
h*+j=2/(Pj+/~), where p j is the finite eigenvalue of P - XQ for 
j=l ,...> r. 
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4. ALGORITHM TO COMPUTE THE EIGENVALUES OF A 
SYMPLECTIC PENCIL 
From (l.ll), (1.14) and (3.1) we know that 
P-hQ=(NJLT+LJNT)-hL.JLT 
FG - GFT 
= 
- [Z+HG+(F’)~] -F;;;;T’z] - ‘[ _ ;T I] 
HF-FTH = 
Z+GH+F2 
= -I([: ;I-h[gF’ ;]). (4.1) 
where B and C are skew symmetric matrices. 
Now we present a basic algorithm for computing the eigenvalues pi,. . . , p, 
of P - AQ: 
ALGORITHM 4.1. 
Step 1: Form 
P-xQ=J([;T ;]-h[;T ;]) 
[as in (4.1)]. 
Step 2: Compute the QR decomposition with column pivoting of F (see 
e.g. [6, pp. 165-167]), 
1. (4.2) 
Here V is a unitary matrix and B a permutation, and the elements yi j E R, 
are such that (yiiJ > ]yij] and 
IYiil 2 IYi+l,i+lly i=l ,...,z-1, j=i+1,...,z. 
Eliminate all elements on the top of the diagonal of R, with diagonal 
172 
elements ]yii] (i = l,..., 1) as pivots: 
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VFBE= E=D=diag(]y,,] ,..., ]ya(,O ,..., 0) 20. (4.3) 
Step 3: Compute A := @VABE@,, B := (PVBV*@, C := @E*B*CBEQ, and 
D := @DO, where 
cp= . 
Step 4: Compute an (I, ?)-orthogonal matrix LM, where 
r=D 0 
[ 1 0 D 
and i;= a 0 
[ 1 0 fi’ 
such that 
where H, is an upper Hessenberg matrix. 
Step 5: Use the QZ algorithm to compute a(H,-AB)= {pl,...,p,,}. 
Step 6: For j = 1,. . . , 
equation z2 - 
n, if pi # co, compute the two roots (Y j, Bj of the 
pjz + l= 0, where ajBj = 1, ]oj] < 1, and ]Bj] > 1; if pj = co, 
then aj = 0 and Bj = co. Take the roots X j = aj located within the unit circle, 
and set Xn+j = Bj for j = 1,. . . , n. 
In the following section we wiIl give a description of step 4 in detail; it is 
similar to the reduction of a squared Hamiltonian matrix (see [14]). 
We now show how a (I, I)-orthogonaI matrix M can be determined such 
that (4.4) holds. 
Consider the following example of a matrix S: 
sz A* C = 
[ 1 B A 
0 xxxx xxx 
xxxx x0x x 
xxxx xx OX 
xxxx xxx 0 
t 
0 xxx xxxx 
xoxx xxxx 
xx ox xxxx 
0 xxx xxxx 
(n=4) 
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(The zero diagonals in B and C follow from skew symmetry.) It turns out 
that the (2.1) block of this matrix can be zeroed by applying a sequence of 
(I, l?) Givens and Householder equivalence transformations. 
The first step is to zero bar, b,,, and b,, using Givens (I, f)-orthogonal 
matrices J( i, dil) (i = 4,3,2) respectively (see algorithm J). Set M := 
J(4,8,i)J(3, &)J(Z, Oa,). We then have 
and 
xxxx 
xxxx 
xxxx 
xxxx 
ooxx 
oxox 
oxxo 
0 xxx 
XOXX 
xx OX 
xxx 0 
xxxx 
xxxx 
xxxx 
xxxx 
MTI'M=I'. 
The zeros in (ll), (1.2) (1.3), and (1.4) position of B follow because the 
updated B is skew symmetric. 
Next we compute Householder (I, I1 > and (Ir, I’+-thogonal matrices 
H(4, M,,) and H(3, M,,) (here Ii, I,) are appropriate diagonal matrices; see 
Algorithm H) to zero u4i and as1 of AT respectively. Let M = 
MH(4, M,,)H(3, M,,). We then have achieved 
S:=MT ;* ; M= 
[ 1 
and 
xxxx 
xxxx 
0 xxx 
0 xxx 
ooxx 
oxox 
ox x0 
0 xxx 
.0x x 
xx OX 
xxx 0 
x.00 
xxxx 
xxxx 
xxxx 
This completes the zeroing in the first column and n + lth row of S. 
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For the determination of an MDR decomposition of a general 2n X2n 
matrix S we have the following algorithm: 
ALGORITHM MDR. Given 
s= AT C 
[ 1 B A 
and r= D 0 
[ 1 0 D 
(D diagonal) with BT = - B an CT = - C. The following algorithm over- 
writes AT with an upper Hessenberg matrix H, having the property that 
a(S - hr) = a(H, - hD)U a(H, - Xfi) (I3 diagonal): 
For j = 1,. . . , n - 1 
For i=n,..., j + 1 zero the (i, j) entry of B by applying algorithm J with 
Bej = z and ATei = y to determine J(i, d,,) such that JT(i, e,,)rJ(i, d,,) = 
r. Update as follows: 
S= [iT ~]:=IT(i,B,j)[~T :].l(i,f3ij). 
For i=n , . . . , j +2 zero the (i, j) entry of AT by applying algorithm 
H with Bei = z and ATei = y to determine H( i, Mij) such that 
HT(i, Mij)rH(i, Mij) = p. Update as follows: 
[ 1 AT ’ :=HT(i, Mij) B A 
and 
Upon completion, the matrix B is zero and AT contains the promised 
upper Hessenberg matrix. The (r, ~)-orthogonal matrix M of (4.4) is given 
by 
j+2 
II J(i,eij) II H(zp Mij) with MTI’M=r 
i=n 
(here ITI = product of matrices). However, it is not necessary to accumulate 
this matrix if only the eigenvalues of S - XT are required. 
REMARK 4.1. For the different steps of Algorithm 4.1 we have some 
remarks on the numerical stability. 
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(1) Ad step 2: We first compute the QR decomposition with column 
pivoting of F [as in (4.2)] in a stable way [17, pp. 157-1611, using premuhi- 
plication by a sequence of elementary Householder matrices, and then 
eliminate alI elements on the top of diagonal of R, with diagonal elements as 
pivot [see (4.3)]. The matrix E therefore has elements which are bounded in 
modulus by unity; thus this step is numerically stable (e.g. [17, pp. 163-1671). 
(2) Ad step 4 (MDR algorithm): To eliminate the entries of B we 
always use the stabilized Givens (I?, l?)-orthogonal matrices, which cannot 
cause numerical instabilities [17, pp. 134-1401. To eliminate the entries 
below the lower subdiagonal of Ar the Householder (I’, p)-orthogonal matrices 
must be used. For the convenience of our discussion of numerical stability we 
reduce the order of all matrices here to a 2 X2 case as in (2.2)-(2.6). If 
d, > d, > 0 and both have order 1 [i.e. d 1 = d, - 11, then by (2.5) we 
conclude that ci > cs > 0 (say) and both also have order 1; therefore the 
condition number of M is equal to /G//x [ - (l)]. If d 2 > 0 with 
order 1 and d 1 > 0 with order E, where E is much smaller then 1, and a i [as 
in (2.2)] has order 1, then by (2.5) we have that c1 - E, c, - 1, and cond,( M) 
cannot be too large (see also Example 3.1 in [4]). Hence the only critical step 
in Algorithm MDR is the case as in Remark 2.1, which may cause numerical 
instability, and can be monitored. 
(3) For the matrices 
[as in (4.4)] and a simple eigenvalue A with normalized eigenvector x, i.e. 
the function 
(Ilsll; + llw1’2 
s(s’r’x)= [(xTsr)2+(XTrX)2]1/2 
is a measure of the sensitivity of X to perturbations in S and I [16]. The 
bigger ~(5, I’, h), the more_sensitive A wilI be to perturbations in S and I. If 
MTSM = S and MTrM = r for a nonsingular M, then it is easily seen that 
1 
cond,( M) 
s(s, r, x) 6 s(S, f, x) d cond,(M)s(S, I, X). 
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Therefore the above elementary elimination matrices M, as in Section 2, are 
chosen to minimize the 11 11 scondition number of M. 
(4) From (2.5) it follows that c1 <,I = 1,2) are bounded by min{ d,, d,} 
and max{d,,d,}; hence we have lIDlIz Q 11D11s, and also Ill&< llrlls by 
construction of the decomposition (4.4) (MDR algorithm). 
5. COST OF COMPUTATIONS 
In this section we compare the cost of computation of Algorithm 4.1 with 
the QZ algorithm applied to the pencil N - AL (as in Definition 1.1). If we 
define, in the usual way, a flop to be the work of evaluating the FORTRAN 
statement ACI,Jl=ACI,Jl-P*ACI,Kl, then the work associated with the 
two approaches to computing a( N - AL) is as follows: 
Algorithm 4.1: 
1 Formation of P - X0 4n3 
2 ComputingW(?=k]and [:]E=D !n” 
3 Computing A, B, and C in step 3 <n” 
4 Computing (I, f)-orthogonaI transformation 
M such that (4.4) holds 93 
5 Computing a( H, - X fi) via QZ algorithm 10n3 
173 f3n 3 flops 
QZ algorithm [12] on N-XL=[ _i y]-h[i $1: 
1 Hessenberg-triangular reduction [6, pp. 256-2571, 
computing QNZ = Nr (Hessenberg) and 
QLZ = L, (upper triangular) 29n3 
2 QZ Iteration [6, pp. 261-2621, 
computing a( Ni - AL,) 80n3 
169n3 flops 
Although we cannot avoid explicit computations in steps 1 and 3 of AI- 
gorithm 4.1, it needs only about 26.5% of the flops required by the QZ 
algorithm. 
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Now we show that the algorithm requires no more than 4n2 storage. 
Suppose we have four n x n arrays S,, S,, S,, and S,. Then the matrices in 
Algorithm 4.1 can be formed as follows: 
Step 0: Store F in S,, G, in the upper triangular part of S,, H in the 
strictly lower triangular part of S,, and the diagonal part in an n-vector wi. 
Step 1: Store A = F2 + GH+ Z in S,, FG in S,, and overwrite the 
upper triangular part of S, with B = FG - GFT. Store FTH in S,, and 
overwrite the strictly lower triangular part of S, with C = HF - FTH. Store 
the diagonal part in an n-vector w2. 
Step 2: Overwrite the strictly upper and lower triangular and diagonal 
parts of S, with Vi, E, and D respectively. 
Step 3: Overwrite S, with VABE, S, with ETBTCtlE, and S, with VBVT. 
6. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section some examples are given to illustrate the application of 
both the QZ algorithm and Algorithm 4.1 (the MDR algorithm). All compu- 
tation were done in FORTRAN 77 on a CDC Cyber 182/840 computer 
(b-’ = lo- 14) in single-precision arithmetic. 
EXAMPLE 1 [lo]. 
0.5 1 0 0 
H= 
1 
II ; (1 0 0 o), 0 
G= 0 0 2). 
The eight eigenvalues of 
are A,=X,=X,=O, h,=(21-5m)/4, A,=(21+5m)/4, &=A,= 
A, = 00. The results are shown in Table 1. 
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TABLE 1 
AMDR 
iPz 
< low’5 
< lo-‘5 
< lo-‘5 
10.40388203202 
0.096117Q6797793 
> 10’5 
a 10’5 
> 10’5 
0 
0 
- 0.10592145772052 x 10 - l3 
10.400388203202 
0.09611796797793 
a 10’5 
> 10’5 
a 10’5 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 
F= 
1 -2 0 0 -1 1 
0 1 -1 2 1 0.5 
-1 0 0.5 -1 0 -2 
0 1 -1 2 1 0.5 ’ 
3 2 0 0 2 1 
-0 0 1 1 1 2 I 
diagH=[l 0 1 1 -1 11, G=uppertriangularpartof K,and H=(strictly 
lower triangular part of K) + diag If. 
The QZ and MDR algorithms give the results shown in Table 2. 
EXAMPLE 3. Several random examples (2n = 50) with different ranks of 
F ( =G 25) have been tested so as to compare the accuracy of the MDR 
algorithm with that of the QZ algorithm. We computed the quantity 
max j mini Iq - piI between the finite eigenvalues of the two algorithms, 
where oi and pi are finite eigenvalues of N - XL using the MDR and the 
QZ algorithm respectively, which are between 1.0 X lo- lo and 1.5 X lo-l2 on 
average, and we regarded (Y~ or /Ii as an infinite eigenvalue if its absolute 
value was larger than 1.0~ 1012. 
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TABLE 2 
x 
QZ method MDA method 
Real part Imaginary part Real part Imaginary part 
.1676588826100 x 10 - I3 0 0 0” 
.1295161069302 0 .1295161069302 0” 
2380386785933 .1603746362267 2380386785933 .1603746362267” 
2380386786933 - .1603746362267 2380386786933 - J603746362267” 
.3231004097259 0 .3231004097259 0” 
- 4446394223935 0 - .4446394223934 0” 
> 10’5 0 .31974261145x 1015 0 
7.721047394815 0 7.721047394814 0 
2.889434797143 1.946709068611 2.889434797143 1.946709068611 
2.889434797143 - 1.946709068611 2.889434797143 - 1.946709068611 
3.095013097780 0 3.095013097780 0 
- 2.240913356974 0 - 2.240913356974 0 
a Closed-loop spectrum. 
The approximations given by the MDR algorithm to the finite eigenval- 
ues given by the QZ algorithm of the problems are of very high precision, 
which in our examples always occurred when the eigenvalues were well 
conditioned. 
7. CONCLUSION 
For the numerical computation of the closed-loop spectrum of the dis- 
crete-time Riccati equation we have described a method using the computa- 
tion of the stable eigenvalues of a symplectic pencil N - XL. This method 
works with (r, f)-orthogonal transformations such that the special structure 
of the transformed pencil P - AQ [ as in (3.1)] is preserved throughout the 
method. It is therefore guaranteed that the computed eigenvalues occur 
doubly as p. p, and then there are exactly n eigenvalues with IA jI < 1 and n 
eigenvalues with 11/X jl > 1. The QZ algorithm is stable, but it ignores 
symplectic structure; thus the computed eigenvalues will not come in recipro- 
cal pairs. Also, it requires much more execution time and storage than the 
MDR algorithm. Hence we suggest considering this algorithm as a method to 
produce a very good approximation of stable eigenvalues. 
Z thank Dr. V. Mehrmunn in Bielefeld University, West Germuny for the 
idea for proving Theorem 3.2 and many helpful di.wus&ms. 
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